Impero EdAdmin is our powerful and scalable cloud-based network management module for managing devices across schools
and districts. It boasts an extensive and detailed visual dashboard, providing a complete picture of all device and user activity in
a single view. Completely customizable, Impero EdAdmin provides an intuitive search bar which remembers your top searches,
while enabling technical teams to personalize their dashboard.

The key features

Remote control and support

Multi-site management

Four-eyes authentication

Providing technical teams with remote access
to devices (across multiple schools sites)
to identify and resolve issues, so resources
remain functional and up-to-date, minimizing
disruption for teachers and students alike.

Supporting multi-site establishments with the
ability to oversee multiple school networks
(across disparate locations) and report on
network utilization at an individual or group
level with secure permissions-based access
for technical staff.

Introducing a new level of security for
users who handle sensitive data and
requiring confirmation by a second user for
any authorization.

Inventory management

Utilization reporting

Power management

Automating inventory checks and collecting
data through a single view helps to highlight
the specification of equipment, so it can be
replaced, refreshed or removed no sooner, or
later, than is necessary.

Compiling real-time data on all devices in a
visual dashboard to provide a complete view
of all usage across the network, including
software, applications and website activity.

Centralizing the control of power usage
across the network, scheduling remote power
on/off, detecting idle time and delivering
comparative reports to maintain efficiency
and track savings.

Tech tools

Real-time monitoring

Technical issue flags

Enabling admin staff to remotely perform a
series of technical tasks on one or multiple
devices, with escalated privileges, and
without the need to log the users out.

Monitoring all devices on a network to
identify misuse or inappropriate behavior
and to observe technical issues as
they occur.

Allowing admin users to utilize bespoke
keyword libraries to detect technical issues
as they occur and record the screen to
help diagnosis.

The key benefits

Save time

Ensure security

Improve efficiency

Automating several tasks and processes
(including scheduled powering on/off
devices, pushing software updates to multiple
devices, and general device and network
maintenance) reduces manual processes,
saving masses of time for technical teams.

Managing access with four-eyes
authentication, preventing and establishing
the origin of network threats and enforcing
school or network-wide policies, helps
technical teams to maximize the security of
their network.

A suite of admin tools enables technical teams
to manage users and devices across multiple
schools efficiently, streamlining several
processes, while remote control functionality
enables technical issues to be resolved across
one or multiple sites with ease.

Optimize performance

Enhance digital learning

Save money

Detailed reports on the state of hardware
(and identification of resources which
require maintenance or need replacing)
helps to optimize general performance of
devices. Sophisticated monitoring tools
help to identify technical issues across
the network, with a log of key details,
enabling technical teams to diagnose
faults effectively.

Remote control features ensure equipment
is functioning correctly across individual or
multiple school sites, reducing disruptive
downtime for staff and students alike
and contributing to a better digital
learning environment.

The cost of running a busy network can be
dramatically reduced by controlling power to
reduce energy and by consolidating a range
of network admin tools into a single solution
(removing numerous support contracts
and renewals). Utilization reporting then
ensures you are getting the most from the
devices and licenses that you own.

As part of Impero Education Pro

Customize with add-ons

Impero EdAdmin can be purchased standalone or as part
of the suite, for a more comprehensive approach to device
monitoring and management. Deployed as part of Impero
Education Pro, Impero EdAdmin fully integrates with Impero
EdTeach and Impero EdProtect so that classroom control
and student online safety form and all-inclusive network
administration strategy that can be can be managed centrally.

Impero Patch uses automated detection to identify,
download and deploy critical patches for a significant
number of applications used by teachers and learners
on a daily basis, ensuring proper preventive measures
are taken against potential threats.
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